Das Kartoffelhaus | Basler Straße 10 | 79100 Freiburg

Do you have cooking in your blood?
Looking for an impassioned cook (m/f/d), full or part-time
Focused and speedy work as a foursome Working together to bring high quality to the plate
Cooking with excellence in a small kitchen Feeling valued in a close-knit team that trusts you
and counts on you This is what working at Kartoffelhaus (“House of Potatoes”) is like.
Small Kitchen, Cool Creations
If you like to cook fast and hands-on, you’ve come to the right place. Task organisation is largely
determined by the location, as the kitchen space is clearly delineated in this landmark building.
We combine tradition and trends in our kitchen. The focus is on good ingredients – honest-togoodness cooking with wholesome cooking techniques is very important to us.
Love of Food, Respect for People, Room for New Things
Since we love food and people so much, we treat both with respect. This includes
accommodating certain allergies and intolerances. Our concept for this makes us real experts in
this field. Separate menus for gluten-free, vegan and lactose-free dishes prevent confusion and
make everything much easier to manage. Separate seasonal menus provide opportunities for
variety and experimentation, satisfying our urge to constantly improve little by little.
With or Without Experience: Cooking Is in Your Blood
You want to cook and are interested in joining us, but you’re afraid that you might lack the skills
or experience? Just stop by and we’ll talk it over! Learning and experience comes while on the
job. What is most important to us is that you are passionate about cooking and want to get
involved with our close-knit team. Once we’re in the groove, the time spent working in the
kitchen simply flies by, especially if you are a football fan ! Though we also have other interests –
honest! Drop by and we’ll chat!
Your skills:
- True passion for genuine cooking
- It’s great if you have trained as a chef, for then we can get started right away. However,
we are also experts in the area of training.
- Open eyes and ears
- Language skills in one of the languages Karim speaks, i.e., German, Italian, Arabic, French
or English
- A delight in premium fresh products and quality
- We’re looking for a cheerful disposition, agility and enjoyment in finding practical ways to
quickly accomplish tasks as a team. So serving with a spoon is out. It has to be fast!
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What you can expect:
- A warm, friendly and dependable team that will support you – even going along with
you to the registration office if you’re not sure your language skills are good enough
- Business hours from 5 p.m. Mon-Fri, open for lunch and dinner on Sat and Sun
- A kitchen with 3 teammates for the perfect cooking groove
- A whole host of classic cooking and simmering techniques
- Cooking over flames – good for taste and culinary enjoyment
- Thorough training and orientation by Karim, who knows what he is doing
- Unique dishes that you can’t find anywhere else
- Bosses who care how everyone is doing and that they feel so comfortable they’ll never
want to leave again
- Overtime is extremely rare, letting you plan ahead for your hours off
- Further training to suit your fancy
- Cooking for FC Freiburg footballers who come in to dine every now and then
- One or more paid trial shifts until all of us feel it’s a good fit
- Decent pay, which we will talk about in person. Just come with your ideas about salary
and working hours when you show up for the interview!
Future and Safety
After 30 years in the restaurant business, Kartoffelhaus in Fribourg proved its resilience even during
the corona pandemic by retaining its staff. We are always renewing how we do business and
enjoy a great reputation – and we plan to keep it that way. We look forward to getting to know
you, to mastering the – hopefully safer – times to come and to celebrating success with you.
Call or e-mail us and we’ll make an appointment to make each other’s acquaintance!
Tel. 0171 – 3672002 oder bettina@daskartoffelhaus.de
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